For Every Cat an Angel celebrates the timeless connection between people and their forever cats. From the moment a kitten is born, the book tells us, a guardian angel watches over it, loving the kitten no matter which path it chooses in life. Some cats are adopted into loving families and the angel is happy knowing her cat will always be loved and cared for. But sometimes the angel knows someone very special is waiting for her cat, so she sends the cat through the stars until it arrives at the place it is meant to be - at the home of its forever person, where it will become a forever cat. Once a forever person and a forever cat find each other, nothing can ever separate them. Filled with colorful illustrations, For Every Cat An Angel will delight cat lovers young and old and bring comfort to anyone who has had to say goodbye to their beloved cat companion.

**Personal Review: For Every Cat an Angel by Christine Davis**

My sister sent me this book after we lost our 18-year-old cat, Casey. It is a perfect and thoughtful gift for anyone who has lost a feline.
Author Christine Davis describes herself as someone who "for as long as I can remember I was connected to fur that that fur was always connected to a dog!" This perspective is important -- "dog" people are sometimes more articulate about what they love about the magic of their cats, perhaps because it always catches them by surprise. I've also read that although the loss of a dog is very difficult for the owner, the loss of a cat seems more so, perhaps because cat bravery is often little in evidence until they are fighting their final days, and then it is much displayed.

This book is in the spirit of the saying attributed to either Shakespeare or Leonardo da Vinci -- really it probably belongs to "Anonymous" -- that "every cat is original and a masterpiece."

Yes this book is simple but I don't fully agree with other reviewers that it is necessarily only aimed at children. "For Every Cat An Angel" speaks also to adults, and its message, that cats do look for a special human to captivate, is fully realized in its two dozen pages with lovely artwork.
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